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PRESIDENT'S REPORT 2019-2020
Coming to the end of my term as CCNZ President,
I am proud of CCNZ’s work for the civil construction
industry. We have tackled some major challenges.
We are making a very real difference through our
advocacy efforts, which centre around a healthy
construction industry.
Our approach is based on listening to members,
then working to come up with good solutions for the
challenges and opportunities the industry faces.
Working with key clients and the Construction Accord
to communicate the needs of industry has yielded rich
rewards, whether this be through branch meetings
with local council groups or working directly with
central government agencies at a national level. More
people and organisations are seeing the value of
working with CCNZ.
I’d like to recognise the Executive Council’s
contribution and role of our branch executive
committees in this. We have a good balance of SMEs
and larger companies. Through my lens, there’s less
of an ‘us and them’ mentality. We’re representative
of the whole industry. More like the networks of head
contractors, subcontractors and suppliers that make
up the projects our teams work on.
We all chip in, we look to the future, we work
towards a common goal. That philosophy is evident
in our management team, ably led by Peter Silcock.
Everyone has delivered on their responsibilities. It has
been a team effort that deserves credit.
It was a huge disappointment that I could not
attend our 2020 branch AGMs or national conference
and AGM this year to thank the individuals working at
a regional and national level in person for all that they
have done. To meet and celebrate is very important.
But there will be opportunities to celebrate when
things get back to normal.
I’m proud of how CCNZ has rallied the industry when
faced by the challenges posed by Covid-19. This hasn’t
happened by luck, there’s been a lot of hard work.
Right now, we are focussed on the job at hand. If we’d
had a pandemic event four or five years ago, we might
have struggled. But we have built the organisation to
a place where it can roll with the punches and shine in
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times of adversity.
So, what has changed from when I started on the
Executive Council? For one thing, I think we’re a
lot more mature. Back then, we were in transition,
amalgamating Contractors Federation and Roading
New Zealand. Now we’re a lot more focussed
on delivering value and giving back to members,
identifying industry issues and coming up with good
solutions.
We have a long list of completed projects, such
as a pavement performance review and numerous
technical publications, including a huge effort in the
form of the revised Best Practice Guideline: Safe
Handling of Bituminous Materials Used for Roading.
We have created opportunities to share perspectives
through successful conferences, roadshows, branch
meetings and a new full-day bitumen workshop
‘Preventing Tarmageddon’.
CCNZ is more resilient and agile. We have
moved with the times and communicate through
webinars, online meetings, websites and social
media platforms. Increased media and advocacy
efforts mean we are recognised as the authoritative,
credible voice of industry.
There are certainly a lot of challenges ahead of us,
but CCNZ has proven its ability to respond and be a
forceful voice for contractors. This is a time where
contractors need to unite and work not just as a
team of friendly competitors, but as a key part of
‘NZ Inc’. When individual contractors go off lobbying
central or local government, they are a single
business, a voice in the crowd. Through CCNZ and
its participation in initiatives like the Construction
Accord we get better visibility, and better outcomes.
I look forward to seeing what’s next on the path
we have set and continuing to serve the industry on
the CCNZ Executive Council as Past President.

Tim Ford – CCNZ President
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT 2019-2020
It has been a very busy year for CCNZ. Advocacy for a
stronger pipeline of work at both a national and regional
level and improved procurement that supports a healthy
industry and enables us to build capability and capacity to
meet the nation’s future infrastructure needs have been
our key focus areas.
CCNZ is the voice of the civil construction industry. We
actively represent contractors and are recognised and
respected by Government, the media and other industry
organisations as a progressive future-focused organisation
and a source of reliable information and commentary. Our
mission is to be a strong advocate on behalf of members in
order to maintain a sustainable industry and assist you, our
members, to build quality infrastructure.
Having a broad membership means we provide
representation for the whole industry, from SMEs and
suppliers to large contractors. This whole-of-industry
viewpoint we offer has proven its value as we move to a
more collaborative environment under the Construction
Accord.
The civil construction industry is fast gaining status
and recognition. We have achieved a lot over the past
year, including support for and establishment of the
Infrastructure Commission, creation of the Construction
Accord, implementation of the Reform of Vocational
Education and several big wins in the procurement and
construction contracts space.
We will follow through on this work by continuing to take
a lead role in initiatives like the proposed review of the NZS
3910 contract, changing education and training delivery, the
Code of Practice for Temporary Traffic Management review,
implementation of the pavement performance review
recommendations, and increased work pipeline visibility
and consistency.
Improving engagement for members has been a real
focus over the past year, with a lot of effort going into better
systems to communicate with and deliver value. I’d like to
thank my team for their commitment in getting these systems
established. We now have the right tools, and a strong team
that works together to provide benefits to members.
That team and wider range of digital communication
channels enabled CCNZ to quickly react to the challenges
thrown at us by Covid-19. Despite the cancellation of
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Branch Meetings, our 2020 National Conference, Awards
and the National Excavator Operator Competition we
were able quickly to take a lead role in getting clear and
consistent information to members.
The benefits of contractors working together at both a
local and national level shines through. In the past year,
through discounts and special offers, we have saved
members more than $5 million and we have also hosted
over 100 networking and educational events.
We ended the financial year in a very strange place.
After two years of advocacy we saw the NZ Upgrade
programme released and the promise of ‘shovel-ready’
projects for the forward work pipeline. But since then,
local government and some private clients have gone into
their own sort of ‘lockdown’ in terms of issuing tenders. I
hope by the time you read this, some of these projects will
have come to market.
As we navigate the fallout from Covid-19 over the next
year, CCNZ has a key role in representing the industry and
supporting the strong role civil construction can and must
take in New Zealand’s recovery.
CCNZ ended the 2019-20 year with a surplus. Our
financial strength has enabled us to offer all national
contractor and major associate members an optional twomonth fees-free discount for 2020/2021 to assist them
in dealing with the impacts of Covid-19. This discount,
together with cancelled events, means we are budgeting
for a significant deficit for the 2020/2021 year.
To those of you who work hard to provide input into
our Executive Council, branches, technical committees,
awards and excavator competitions at a regional and
national level, thank you. Your work is important, and it is
appreciated.
Finally, I’d like to thank our members for their continued
support. I have encountered many of you at local
meetings, awards evenings and during normal business.
It’s fantastic to support such a resilient, positive and
essential industry.

Peter Silcock – Chief Executive
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STRATEGIC PLAN
2018-2022
VISION
Quality people building quality infrastructure
in a safe and thriving industry

MISSION

VALUES

To be a strong advocate on behalf of members
in order to maintain a sustainable industry and
assist them to build quality infrastructure

Industry Leadership
Professionalism
Working Together
Accountability

ORGANISATION WIDE STRATEGIES
▪
▪

▪

Provide industry leadership
Support a safe
and healthy industry

▪

Promote sustainability and
environmental excellence
Optimise communications

▪

Raise the positive profile of
the industry and CCNZ
Engage members

▪

▪
▪

Promote the CCNZ Healthy
Industry Statement
Liaise with asset owners

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

1

STRONG
REPRESENTATION
AND ADVOCACY

1.1 Seek the views of and utilise the
expertise of members, branches
and associates
1.2 Strengthen networks with other
industry associations
1.3 Raise the positive public profile of
the industry and CCNZ
1.4 Represent industry on key national
and regional bodies

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

MEMBERS AND
STAKEHOLDERS
VALUE
Use a wider range of communication
channels to engage with members
Enhance member discount
opportunities
Enhance member value to recruit and
retain members
Increase CCNZ’s value rating in the
annual member survey
Develop a specific recruitment
package for large off-shore companies
operating in New Zealand

One
voice

Represents
over 80% of
the industry
value

Represents
a critical NZ
industry

3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7

DEVELOP PEOPLE
Embed Civil Trades into industry
Promote ConstructSafe as the industry
H&S standard
Recognise and reward people through industry
awards, competitions, events and scholarships
Promote EPIC work/careers in infrastructure
Develop and promote our training and people
development offering
Promote diversity
With partners implement the road work site
health and safety strategy

Branch and
Associate
member
structure

Great
networks and
relationships

Industry
Expertise

4
4.1

4.2
4.3
4.4

OTHER
Manage industry self-regulation to
enhance industry professionalism
Inform and advise members by
producing relevant, concise and
timely information
Champion best practice
Support and develop industry
sustainability initiatives

Respected
organisation

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 2019-2020
Advocacy and representation
• Support for establishment of the Construction Accord and
Infrastructure Commission
• Representation on technical issues like pavement performance
and bitumen cost adjustment
• Input into Government Procurement Rules and Construction
Procurement Guidelines

•A
 dvocacy around the pipeline of work and $6.8 Billion NZ Upgrade
Programme
•S
 uccessfully tackled unfair contract conditions
•M
 ore than 100 media articles/radio/TV interviews
•R
 epresentation for contractors on more than 30 industry groups
•S
 trong voice for civil contractors through the Reform of Vocational Education

Member and stakeholder value and engagement
• Hosted thousands of CCNZ member company staff at networking events
• Used surveys, webinars and other avenues to engage with members
• Provided more than $5 million of discounts to members

• Launched new CRM system and updated CCNZ web services
• Developed social media followers to 5,000 across all channels
• Provided information and advice to more than 100 members

Developing people
• Expanded EPIC Careers in Infrastructure career promotion platform
• More than 500 people Civil Trades Certified, nearly 900 enrolled
• More than 120 member companies participating in CCNZ competitions
and awards

• The Roadworks Site Health and Safety Improvement Programme
•R
 eview of the Code of Practice for Temporary Traffic Management
(COPTTM)

Other achievements
• Ran technical and other committees and working groups to better
engage with members
• Publication of the “Code of Practice: Safe Handling of Bituminous
Materials Used for Roading” (BPG01)

Annual Report 2019 - 2020

• Renewal of Principal Business Partner and Core Associate agreements
• Led civil input into the development of Covid-19 Work Protocols
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A D V O C A C Y A N D R E P R E S E N TAT I O N
a new good practice guide for the safety of worker
and road users around road work sites. CCNZ has also
successfully tackled unfair contract conditions, and
successfully promoted changes to retentions and
voidable transactions rules, a proposed Review of NZS
3910 – and wins on many other issues.
Increased collaboration through meetings with local
and central government has been a feature of the year.
CCNZ branches engage actively with local government
around issues such as procurement, the forward work
pipeline and regional capacity and capability.

Civil Contractors New Zealand is the voice of the civil
construction industry and works to ensure contractors’
views are heard. This work involves significant meetings
with policymakers in central and local government, to
increase awareness on topics such as the infrastructure
pipeline, road work site safety and many other issues
impacting civil contractors.

Media
An increasing focus on representation in mainstream
media was maintained this year, with CCNZ achieving
positive media coverage in every major news outlet
across New Zealand and mainstream media asking for
comment on significant issues on a regular basis.
CCNZ has featured across mainstream and industry
media in more than 100 television interviews, radio
interviews, articles and opinion editorials over the
past year, including high-profile mainstream TV and
newspaper coverage and an opinion editorial about the
importance of infrastructure that featured in seven local
newspapers and on stuff.co.nz.

Procurement
CCNZ’s Healthy Industry Statement remains a
cornerstone of our advocacy work in this area. CCNZ’s
profile has meant central and local government are
increasingly seeking our involvement and views as
they develop their procurement policies, such as the
Government Procurement Rules 4th Edition. CCNZ inputs
have resulted in changes to the rules of procurement,
development of the Construction Accord and more
clients engaging with us about how they can become a
client of choice.

Informing NZ's decision makers
CCNZ National Office regularly engages with central
government and other industry associations. We have
made more than 200 written and verbal submissions
to organisations ranging from Government and local
authorities to council-controlled organisations on a
wide range of issues, discussion papers, proposals,
policies, regulations and Acts. These included verbal
presentations to Select Committee on the Reform
of Vocational Education and creation of the NZ
Infrastructure Commission.
Results have come from these submissions, notably
on the New Zealand Infrastructure Commission, the
Reform of Vocational Education, new procurement rules,
agreement from Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency
to review the Code of Practice for Temporary Traffic
Management, agreement from WorkSafe to develop
Annual Report 2019 - 2020

CCNZ Teletrac Navman Construction
Industry Survey
The third annual Construction Industry Survey was
conducted in partnership with Teletrac Navman. A report
was produced from the findings and distributed to media,
resulting in widespread coverage and a formal response
from the newly-established Infrastructure Commission.
The survey results were also distributed to members
in a print report and discussed in a high-profile panel
discussion at CCNZ National Conference in Rotorua.
This survey enables CCNZ to gauge the state of the
industry by carrying out detailed analysis on the big
issues and bringing reports on the state of the industry
to decision makers and the public. It provides solid data
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Draining the water from Lake Onoke out to the ocean – JPS Earthmoving.

development of a Road Work Site Safety Strategy. This
has resulted directly in a review of the Code of Practice
for Temporary Traffic Management and new WorkSafe
guidance for safer road work sites.

to make sure the CCNZ advocacy programme is directly
informed by the opinions of members.

Construction health and safety
CCNZ strongly supported the establishment of
Construction Health and Safety New Zealand (CHASNZ)
as the national construction safety standard setting
body in 2018. This relationship has flourished over the
past year. CCNZ and CHASNZ have worked together
on a wide variety of initiatives, including the Covid-19
response. There are also ongoing discussions with Waka
Kotahi NZTA about shifting to bitumen emulsion for
health and safety reasons.
Health and safety was a focus throughout the year,
with CCNZ and its branches hosting mental health
presentations from Mike King and others. CCNZ also
supports the creation of Mates in Construction and is
providing members with mental health resources.

Networks and industry representation
CCNZ is represented on more than 30 industry
associations, working parties, committees, advisory and
consultative groups at both national and regional levels.
Our key objective is to drive and influence change by
being involved in the relevant considerations, discussions
and debates as these develop.
These bodies and our extensive network of industry,
government and official contacts are vital as they
provide us with early warning about issues which could
impact on contractors, as well as giving valuable avenues
to advocate for and represent the views of contractors.

Construction Sector Accord

Covid-19 response

Civil Contractors New Zealand has been able to provide
extensive input to the Construction Sector Accord,
which is a high-level partnership agreement between
government and the wider construction industry.
This led to:
• Fairer allocation of risk in Government contracts
• A clearer and more consistent Government approach to
Covid-19 lockdown and claims
• Better understanding between clients, designers,
engineers and contractors
• A forum to deal with industry wide issues
• Regulatory changes to support industry health and
productivity

A lot of resource was put into managing the production
and release to members of Covid-19 protocols for the
construction industry. A team effort led to the production
of consistent national guidance for those working on
construction sites so they could return to work as safely
as possible, communication to members and follow-up to
make sure member concerns were adequately considered
and addressed.

Road work site safety
CCNZ, Waka Kotahi NZTA, Local Government NZ and
WorkSafe have put significant effort into an ongoing
effort to improve road worker safety, through the
Annual Report 2019 - 2020
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VA L U E A N D E N G AG E M E N T F O R M E M B E R S
A N D S TA K E H O L D E R S
They value an organisation run by and working for
contractors – and opportunities to save money through
the shared buying power an association can offer.

Members join CCNZ because they want to be part of a
network of professional contractors and ensure that we
have a safe, viable and progressive industry.

CCNZ member spend and savings through n3 trade discounts

Providing discounts and opportunities
for members
Our relationship with n3 – CCNZ's trade discount partner
– topped four million dollars this year. Each CCNZ member
actively using n3 saved more than $10,000 on average.
Adding to this the value of Z fuel discounts, 15
minutes free legal advice from Kensington Swan,
group health insurance with nib and Advice Financial
and other discounts, CCNZ members have saved more
than five million dollars through membership in the
past year alone. This amount is nearly triple our annual
membership subscription fees.

Subcommittees
During the year we have operated several CCNZ
subcommittees to better engage with members. These
committees also give us vital input to update industry
codes of practice.
• Traffic Committee
• Pavements Committee
• Surfacings Committee
• Asphalt Committee
• Network Outcomes Contract (NOC) Committee
• National Excavator Operator Competition (NEOC)
Committee
• Environment Committee
• Large Contractor CEO Forum
• HR & Communications Group
• Civil Trades Board
• Education and Training Committee
Annual Report 2019 - 2020
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DEVELOPING PEOPLE
CCNZ continues to take a leadership role in championing
skills development in civil construction, working with
members, branches and partners to develop the
industry’s workforce, capability and capacity.

Civil Infrastructure apprenticeships or in active training,
going through to obtain the required Level 4 Qualification.
CCNZ thanks Connexis and the individuals who serve
on the Civil Trades Board for their work on this highly
successful initiative.

Civil Trades

Education and Training

Civil Trades is an industry driven initiative which
recognises the expertise and knowledge of people
working on civil construction sites and creates a clear
career pathway for those entering the industry. To
become Civil Trades qualified, people must hold an
appropriate Level 4 Qualification, have done 8,000
hours work in the industry and have demonstrated
their knowledge and expertise through a professional
discussion.
There are now more than 500 qualified Civil Trades
people, and more than 900 people enrolled in either NZ
Annual Report 2019 - 2020

CCNZ has ramped up its efforts in the education and
training space since the announcement of the Reform
of Vocational Education, looking to resolve longstanding
barriers to career development and streamline pathways
for workers to gain skills as well as qualifications.
Pre-apprenticeship training and workforce intake will
be a focus over the coming year as we wait to see if
Government is able to bring forward projects fast enough
for the civil construction industry to provide meaningful
employment for more people.
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nominations and voting carried out by branches and
Executive Council. Hirepool emerged as this year’s winner
for its support for contractors and their communities at a
national and regional level.

CCNZ’s national awards programme, the Hirepool
Construction Excellence Awards, is recognised as
the peak national project awards programme for the
civil construction industry. The Z People Awards and
Connexis Company Training Awards provide valuable
opportunities to recognise standout performers within
the industry.
The 2019 national awards results are detailed in
the awards section of this report. Branch awards are
valuable for the industry as they give members a chance
to meet, celebrate and build better working relationships
at a regional level. They provide regional recognition
of standout achievements, projects and people in the
industry.
CCNZ is grateful for the valuable in-kind support
provided by major associates at branch and national
level. A new Major Associate Award was introduced at
our 2019 conference to recognise this relationship, with
Annual Report 2019 - 2020
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Regional and National Excavator
Operator Competitions
CCNZ branches have contributed a lot of time and effort
into running eleven well attended and professional
regional excavator competitions across the country.
These regional events showcase the regional industry,
often at events such as Big Boys Toys in Auckland, which
was attended by more than 33,000 people over three
days and National Field Days, which is attended by more
than 100,000 people. CCNZ congratulates all the regional
champions.
Unfortunately, this year’s National Excavator Operator
Competition had to be cancelled at short notice due to
the outbreak of the global coronavirus pandemic.
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EPIC Careers in Infrastructure
The EPIC Careers in Infrastructure career promotion
platform launched in August 2018 to address critical
skills shortages in civil construction, following a year in
development.
It was initially funded for three years, which extended
to 31 March 2020. Since launch, EPIC has reached Kiwis

more than 700,000 times through cinema advertising,
promotion, social media and in-person events. It has forged
partnerships with organisations and agencies ranging from
government agencies such as the Ministry of Education
and Ministry of Social Development to regional economic
development agencies and schools.
Further resources were developed in 2019-20, including

Key achievements
• Production of the second EPIC People video series showcasing how people have established successful careers in
civil construction
• Introduction of the EPIC Photo Competition
• EPIC Careers Hubs at REOCs, National Conference, and other events
• Provision of EPIC resources to branch secretaries for regional member use
• EPIC resources used at more than 100 events
• Pilot of two virtual reality civil construction experiences in partnership with the Ministry of Social Development
• Promotion of civil construction work on the Careers Coach, which tours NZ schools

Annual Report 2019 - 2020
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deliver basic skills and understanding such as excavator
pre-starts that would make people more employable,
however this event was cancelled due to Covid-19.
A strategy for a further three years was drafted and
approved by the Executive Council, however this had
to be reconsidered following the Covid-19 pandemic to
reflect budget restrictions. EPIC will continue over the
coming years, but in the 2020-21 year it will depend
more on existing resources and the efforts of CCNZ, its
members and partner organisations. The EPIC budget
now comes solely from CCNZ National Office, and branch
contributions are on hold.
Priorities for the upcoming year include more direct
outreach, more efforts to engage with contractors,
more efforts to encourage uptake amongst partner
organisations and more direct connections between EPIC
and avenues for employment, such as listing contractors
on the EPIC map or funnelling recruitment to CCNZ’s
major associate recruitment partners.

a second series of EPIC People videos in January and
February 2020, viewed more than 60,000 times.
CCNZ operated the first round of its new EPIC Photo
Competition at the start of 2020, receiving more than
50 entries from contractors. A new blog has been
developed to share contractor stories with a
wider audience.
Events such as Regional Excavator Operator
Competitions provided a platform for school invitations,
with the promotion featuring at the Auckland, Otago and
Southland REOCs. Career seekers were invited to the
CCNZ National Conference in Rotorua for an introduction
to the industry, and EPIC also sponsored the Careers and
Transition Education Association (CATE) conference in
Napier to build relationships with careers advisors across
the country.
An EPIC Careers Hub was planned for the National
Excavator Operator Competition at Central Districts Field
Days to promote awareness of the careers on offer and

O P E R AT I O N S
Branches

Membership

CCNZ branches create a direct link to members in the
regions. Branch meetings, events and competitions
improve every year. This provides opportunities for
members to network, gain knowledge and showcase
skills and expertise. Significant voluntary input from
contractor and associate members ensures events
like regional awards evenings and excavator operator
competitions are successful.
Branches and regional managers are also active in
engaging with local authorities, meeting regularly to
provide feedback around procurement and the state of
the regional industry.

Contractor membership was static, shrinking by 1.3%
over the past year to 381 contractor members due to
retirement of some members. General membership
shrank by 0.9% to 619 members in total.
Since the end of the financial year, more members
than in recent memory have joined the CCNZ ranks, with
contractor member numbers rising to more than 400
at the time of writing. While this is out of the 2019-20
reporting year, it is worth noting, and results from efforts
to improve CCNZ membership systems, raise public profile
and interact with our members through timely webinars
and e-newsletters, also producing relevant information
such as industry protocols and best practices.

CCNZ Members March 2017 – March 2020
March 2017

March 2018

March 2019

March 2020

358

369

385

381

3

2

1

0

361

371

386

381

42

46

42

46

Branch associates

167

178

175

177

Member subsidiary

20

20

19

15

590

615

622

619

Full members
Full members (pending approval)
Total contractor members
Major associates, Core Associates
& Principal Business Partner

Total members

Annual Report 2019 - 2020
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Contractor membership by turnover category

$0 - $1m = 126
$1 - $2m = 62
$2 - $4m = 110
$4 - $6m = 33
$6 - $10m = 34
$10 - $25 = 33
$25 - $50m = 8
$50m - $100m = 1
$100m+ = 7

NORTHERN REGION
Contractor members

Branch associates

CENTRAL REGION
Contractor members

Branch associates

SOUTHERN REGION
Contractor members

Branch associates

Technical
CCNZ achieved a major milestone during the year with
review and publication the Best Practice Guideline: Safe
Handling of Bituminous Materials Used for Roading
(BPG01) to an online portal in October 2019. This is a very
important document for CCNZ members, and the review
took more than a year.
Reviewed versions of the Bitumen Safety Handbook
and Requirements for Bitumen Sprayers (BPG02) were
published based on the information in BPG01 and are
available from the online portal. Bitumen awareness
training and bitumen basics training will be the next part
of this work in 2020-21. Quality Assurance of Aggregates
was also published in August 2019. CCNZ is working on
more publications, such as a new environmental guide,
which will be available through the online store.
Relationships with government agencies and other
industry organisations have been built. Issues around
pavement performance were reviewed in collaboration
with Waka Kotahi NZTA and other industry groups,
Waka Kotahi agreed to review the Code of Practice for
Temporary Traffic Management, and WorkSafe has also
agreed to produce a complementary good practice guide.
Annual Report 2019 - 2020

New CCNZ CRM System
CCNZ completed a project to integrate its member
services into the CCNZ website with a full CRM system.
This has been built as a news and events portal for
members, as well as a repository of useful documents
and resources.
An online shop and members-only portal is built
into the revised website, which also includes a find-acontractor map for clients to contact a local contractor.
Over the financial year, the CCNZ website received 41,257
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CCNZ Conference
The 2019 Conference “Navigating the
Future” was co-hosted with the New
Zealand Roadmarkers Federation in
Rotorua at Energy Events Centre from
31 July - 3 August 2019. Conference was
attended by 479 people from across the
country, and presenters included Mike
King ONZM, City Rail Link Chief Executive
Dr Sean Sweeney and BNZ Chief
Economist Tony Alexander.
The conference highlights included
industry presentations to help
contractors navigate the future,
Mike King’s presentations on mental
health, an EPIC schools visit to the
conference exhibition floor, the Hirepool
Construction Excellence Awards, Z
People Awards and Connexis Company
Training Awards, and the CablePrice
themed dinner at the Skyline restaurant
on Mount Ngongotaha.
CCNZ’s 2020 Conference has been
rescheduled due to the pandemic. It
will be held in Wellington at Te Papa
Tongarewa – The Museum of New
Zealand, starting 29 July 2021.

Facebook was originally selected as CCNZ’s primary
channel at launch under CCNZ’s Social Media Strategy
because it is useful for promoting events and other CCNZ
initiatives through ‘boosting’ posts to targeted audiences.
Many contractors use LinkedIn and this platform has
seen by far the biggest growth in the past year, growing
from under 1,000 to around 3,500 followers at year-end
due to increased posting.

visits from 29,132 unique visitors and 103,627 pageviews.
It is anticipated this number will continue to rise with
ongoing efforts to raise awareness and deliver value for
members online.

Communications
CCNZ uses its primary communications channels –
Contractor magazine, website news and events pages,
social media pages and fortnightly email newsletter Civil
Talk – to keep members informed of coming initiatives,
upcoming events and wider industry developments.
Efforts to upgrade communications over the past year
included:
• A shift to a new email communications platform built
into the CCNZ CRM system, resulting in expansion of
CCNZ mailing list from 1,400 contacts to nearly 3,000
• Expansion of CCNZ social media on Facebook, LinkedIn
and YouTube.
• Continued increase in mainstream media coverage

Financial
The overall financial result for the year ended 31 March
2020 was a surplus of $155,447. CCNZ National Office
made a surplus of $112,495, branches collectively made a
surplus of $15,873. CCNZ subsidiary Contrafed Publishing
Company achieved a surplus of $42,083.
Overall, CCNZ remains in a strong financial position
with its branches and National Office holding equity
that can be readily accessed to respond to any critical
industry issues or opportunities. This has been an
important part of our ability to respond to the challenges
created by the global pandemic – and to support our
members by offering a two-month fees-free discount for
April and May 2020.

CCNZ on social media
CCNZ established Facebook and LinkedIn accounts in
July 2018. The number of social media followers has now
grown to 5,000 in less than two years.
Annual Report 2019 - 2020
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Northland
CHAIR: KEITH COCKING

“With pandemic restrictions hitting at the

Meetings and events have been well supported by members
and associates throughout the year, with the mood of the

end of March and subsequent

Northland Branch largely positive.
With pandemic restrictions hitting at the end of March

slow-down of infrastructure investment,

and subsequent slow-down of infrastructure investment,

our members are looking forward to

our members are looking forward to seeing what stimulus
comes out from the recent government budget and

seeing what stimulus comes out from

Provincial Growth Fund investment for Northland. There is
some nervousness as to what the coming year will hold for

the recent government budget

members given Covid-19 uncertainty.

and Provincial Growth Fund investment

The executive committee meets every two months. Every
six months there is a meeting with the three TLA councils,

for Northland”

Northland Regional Council and NZTA to discuss civil
construction in Northland. These meetings are proving very
beneficial to all parties.

all day. The winner was Henry Haukinima of Wharehine

Our members are busy and wish to keep up to date with

Contractors, who as a first-time entrant did exceptionally

industry changes and news. Looking ahead, we would like

well. Unfortunately, Henry and last year’s national event

to continue to attract new membership so the branch

winner, Riki Lum were not able to represent Northland at

represents our whole industry in Northland. Branch

this year’s National Excavator Operator Competition due to

membership has remained steady in the last 12 months with

the cancellation of the event from pandemic restrictions.

local membership increasing by one to 24, as well as having

A special thanks to key sponsors: Hirepool, CablePrice,

one new associate member join.

Humes, Connexis, Z, First Gas and Doug the Digger. Thanks

Financially the branch is in a secure position, having

also to the Regional Excavator Operator Competition

run another successful awards night. The highlight of

Committee led by Murray Clements and Gordon Fox for the

the year was our fifth Northland Construction Awards night

work setting up the course and facilitating the competition

in conjunction with our AGM. It was held at Toll Stadium in

on the day.

Whangarei, and was a sell-out with 216 people attending,

A special thank you to our secretary – Lesley McCardle

including CCNZ President Tim Ford.

– for all the hard work she has done in her first year. A

We celebrated Brad Flower and Alistair McIntyre as

big thanks also to our Northern Regional Manager, James

Branch Life Members at this awards evening. This awards

Corlett, who has assisted us with advice and key meetings

night has become the single biggest event in our programme,

whilst battling his own health challenges.

so it is disappointing to make the decision to cancel the June

As Branch Chair, I have had tremendous support from

2020 awards evening (Covid-19 indoor event restrictions)

our executive committee, which has been very much

that would’ve celebrated the awesome achievements of our

appreciated. I have enjoyed my three years as Northland

members over the last 12 months.

Branch Chair. It has been a privilege to work with and

The Northland Regional Excavator Operator Competition

represent our Northland members. I look forward to

was held at the Whangarei A&P Show in December. We

supporting our new Branch Chair, Cam Lornie as we move

had 11 entries which saw contestants tested and busy

into the 20/21 financial year.
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Auckland
CHAIR: PETER MILLAR

“Auckland water reserves cannot

The start of the year remained very buoyant with ongoing
projects keeping everyone busy, despite concerns around
what was next in the work pipeline. Since the outbreak of

be allowed to continue to bump

Covid-19 the level of uncertainty has risen exponentially.

along without thought to

Stimulus in the market has been promised by Central

future generations. We need to secure

Government, but no actual ‘shovel-ready’ projects have been
announced at the time of this report. Along with Auckland

alternative supplies now and

Airport cancelling $1.5 billion of work and the tourism
industry collapse, this continues to drive uncertainty up.

for the immediate future. The growing

It may take years to fully work through the fallout. Local

population of Auckland and

and Central Government must provide a framework we

her future development cannot be

can follow to achieve a quick, sustainable and meaningful
recovery that sets a base for future years.

left to the weather.”

The work pipeline for construction must be secured. The
industry must have more surety than the current level,
to enable secure work, expertise, manpower, finance,

The Regional Excavator Operator Competition

investments, and resources to ensure a continuing dynamic

subcommittee did an excellent job taking on the organising

and progressive construction sector.

of a large Construction Zone at Big Boys Toys, again to

Another serious challenge to the industry is the lack of water
in storage in the region, and the failure of Auckland Council

great success. In addition to the Excavator Competition,

to secure alternative water sources such as the Waikato

there were displays and stands covering a large area

River. A still unresolved resource consent lodged seven years

promoting our industry.

ago now means we are being asked to find our own water or

Financially the branch is strong with good reserves.

stop construction work. Auckland water reserves cannot be

This year saw a small profit from events such as general

allowed to continue to bump along without thought to future

meetings, REOC and awards night all contributing. Our

generations. We need to secure alternative supplies now and for

meetings every two months continue to increase in

the immediate future. The growing population of Auckland and

popularity with attendance ranging from 230 – 280

her future development cannot be left to the weather.

members. Subject matter and speakers remain a strong
draw card, providing a good mix of education and

Branch membership is stable with a steady influx of new
members and a few dropping off, the net result slightly

entertainment, along with networking opportunities.

up overall. We continue to promote that members bring

Associates have been keen to sponsor these nights and get

potential new members to the bi-monthly meetings which

involved. Interest in information provided by CCNZ is strong,

has been successful.

as determined by the numbers accessing our newsletters –
500+ on one mail out.

In general, the branch continues to perform well. There
is a mixture of older and newer members on the committee

In closing I would like to recognise the efforts of our

to assist on all the subcommittees, injecting new energy to

Secretary Joyce Tilbrook, Regional Operations Manager

take each project or event to a new level. The annual Awards

James Corlett, and our Branch Executive Committee for

Gala night was another great success, and improvements

their contributions over the last year. Much of the work

recognised from it will be carried into the next one in 2021.

they carry out is after hours, and their efforts are a real

The night is a credit to the subcommittee and all those that

credit to our organisation. It is a real team effort and much

help out.

appreciated.
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Waikato
CHAIR: ADAM PLIMMER

“There was concern over loss of skills in

The Annual General Meeting in May 2019 saw the chairman
role handed over from Graeme Rodgers (Success Group) to

the region with the completion of

myself - Adam Plimmer (Brian Perry Civil). Graeme had been

the major roading projects and

at the helm of the branch for a number of years and it was in
good shape.

Central Government u-turn on some

The Waikato Regional Awards night is one the two main

of the large roading projects such as

highlights of the year and the 2019 function was attended
by around 180 people. There were plenty of applications

Tauranga Northern Link and the

across four categories, and the evening went very well.

Cambridge-Piarere Interchange.”

Conversely, the 2020 function remains in limbo whilst we
deal with the fallout from the global pandemic. We have had
more than 15 entries spread over five categories and remain
resolute there will be an award ceremony.

visibility and more streamlines procurement policies across

The other highlight is the Waikato Regional Excavator

all of the local councils.

Operator Competition held at Fieldays at Mystery Creek.

CCNZ are supporting this project by providing

This was a roaring success, with the BoP Branch joining in

opportunities for councils to deliver their pipeline of work

the fray. Many thanks to the tireless help from the sub-

through CCNZ newsletter and webinar forums, as well as

committee that pulls this off every year.

surveys to ensure the answers are true for contractor

Throughout the year we have focused on creating

members. This is a work in progress and has been hampered

networking opportunities for our members. We have held

somewhat by Covid-19, however we are nearing completion

functions such as ten pin bowling and quiz nights every two

Pre-Covid-19, the region was buoyant. Growth in roading,

months. The contracting industry are a competitive lot – so

three waters and other areas was good with the economic

the rivalry and banter has been healthy and great fun.

outlook very positive. The completion of the Waikato

The branch has surplus funds held in secure accounts.

Expressway and commitment to the Hamilton-Auckland

Membership is stable, with a push to create a value proposition

commuter train increasing business confidence in the region.

for members to join by providing networking opportunities with

There was concern over loss of skills in the region with

potential clients and other contractors alike – along with visits

the completion of the major roading projects and Central

to interesting projects in the region, such as the Tauranga

Government u-turn on some of the large roading projects

Southern Pipeline, Huntly Bypass and Hamilton Bypass.

such as Tauranga Northern Link and the Cambridge-Piarere

The branch has continued to offer support both financially

Interchange. Three waters remained a growth area in the region.

and physically to POET (Perry’s Outdoor Education Trust).

Post-Covid-19, the near term looks uncertain. Revenues

Attendance at some of their events and presenting to their

have dropped for most clients, so their ability to fund

leadership groups has been an inspiring experience.

growth is constrained. They are not making decisions while

Engagement with the clients has been a key focus over

they digest Central Government stimulus packages. Most

the course of the year. Lobbying government clients for

contractors are seeing few capital works awarded, with

changes in their procurement practices and visibility of their

those involved in maintenance and emergency works being

pipeline of work has seen some progress in this space.

kept occupied.

Latterly I have been privileged to be invited to join the

CCNZ has a critical role to play in coming months to

Waikato Local Authority Shared Services steering group

support better communication between contractors,

on the Combined Infrastructure Procurement Project. This

consultants and clients in the region – along with the

is a regionally focussed project seeking to deliver pipeline

principles of the Construction Accord.
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Bay of Plenty
CHAIR: DAVE BURNS

“Relationships with the local

The branch remains on a stable financial footing, similar to
the previous year-end position. Our seed funding has been

councils remain positive and members

reinvested in a term deposit in the event it is required to

have again been provided with the

be called upon. The general mood of the members remains
positive with a good volume of work currently in the market

opportunity for face to face

and planned for release to the market in the year ahead. Our

presentations on the council forward

membership stands at 23, with three associates.
Relationships with local councils remain positive and

works programmes during

again members have been able to attend their forward

the year.”

works programmes during the year. A higher health and
safety focus has been maintained from clients, especially by
Tauranga City Council.
Local Bay of Plenty market conditions remained busy over

visit to the Wairoa Cycleway visit in Tauranga. This was well

the last 12 months, with most contractors having a good

attended and proved to be exceptionally interesting for all.

forward workload, prior to going into the Covid-19 lockdown.

Our fishing completion was a great success and

Councils have applied for the Government’s ‘Shovel-ready’

happened just before Covid-19 restrictions came into effect.

grants, and the results of these requests are expected soon.

Relationships with the local councils remain positive and

Rotorua Lakes Council does not anticipate any reduction in

members have again been provided with the opportunity for

the pace of its infrastructure programmes, but Tauranga

face to face presentations on the council forward works

City Council has not agreed any rate increases which is

programmes during the year. As a branch we presented a

putting its capital spend at risk.

trench shoring seminar to Tauranga City Council and some

The Transport Agency have confirmed the Tauranga

depots for members located within Auckland.

Northern link will be coming to market as part of the NZ

Skilled workforce resourcing remains a challenge in

Upgrade Programme projects. This $478 million project

the area, with high demand from most of the members

will construct a 6.8km four-lane corridor connecting SH29

depleting the available pool of candidates in the area. An

with SH2, with priority for public transport and a walking

increasing number of personnel are completing their Civil

and cycling path. The new corridor will provide safer, more

Trades and or commencing training in specific areas.

resilient access from Tauranga to one of the country’s

Recognition needs to go to Branch Secretary Mike

highest growth areas. Construction is scheduled to start

Lenihan who remains on top of all matters relating to

later this year, and be completed by late 2025.

the Branch, but who unfortunately has had to step down

As a Branch, we have actively been offering our members

from his role. He will be extremely hard to replace. Thanks

greater value through site visits and a Christmas get

to James Corlett and the Branch Committee for their

together, which seem to have been well received. We had a

continued involvement and support.
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Hawke’s Bay East Coast
CHAIR: BART MULDER

“Our industry stayed strong again

This year was the first full calendar year following the
amalgamation of the Gisborne and Hawkes Bay branches.

this year. The Hawke’s Bay economy

Both regions showed great commitment, and Gisborne
members made a great effort to get to meetings and events

goes from strength to strength

alike.
Hawke’s Bay East Coast branch had another steady year

with large developments and a steady

with slight increase in full membership from thirty to thirty-

continuation of roading projects to keep

two members and associates stayed strong on 17 which was
one up from previous. Our financial statement was again

all contractor portfolios steady.

strong and showed a good balance sheet for the year with
some great events held to attribute to these numbers.

The skill shortage continues to be a

Our industry stayed strong again this year. The Hawke’s

stumbling block for most with

Bay economy goes from strength to strength with large
developments and a steady continuation of roading projects

the industry struggling to train staff to

to keep all contractor portfolios steady. The skill shortage
continues to be a stumbling block for most with the industry

keep up with capacity.”

struggling to train staff to keep up with capacity.
We held our annual HB Cup race day event for a second
year in April with 104 members attending, although a cold
day was a great event for socialising and networking. Our
excavator competition was held in conjunction with the

negotiating solved this issue with all parties happy. This

Trucking for Child Cancer with a new venue that went off

attests to the strength of our members and the awards that

without a hitch.

are entered yearly. We had nine entries over five categories

The regionals were fiercely contested again with 14

with some very strong entrants. Higgins went onto the

entrants and a new (but old) winner in Dan Mepham,

national CCNZ Hirepool Construction Excellence Awards to

who has represented Hawke’s Bay in previous years.

take out the coveted $5-20 million category.

Unfortunately, Dan did not get to show his wears this year

We had eight meetings throughout the year, and I had

with the cancellation of the National event in Feilding.

great support from the Executive Committee, who vary

We held the Goughs annual dinner for the 26th year

from SME’s and associates to tier one contractors. There

in Waipukurau in June with another strong turnout. Our

is a strong skillset to keep our branch in good shape and I

members love this event as it’s a chance to get out and

can’t thank these people enough for their support.

be pampered by Gough Cat (now Terra Cat), who are the

Well, what can I say about the finish to our year?

sponsor of this event.

Covid-19 stopped us dead in our tracks, with very little time

Our annual Awards Dinner posed some challenges as we

to disestablish sites and lock down. Watch this space for

had a 30% oversubscription for attendance but with some
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Taranaki
CHAIR: AL GREENWAY

“In terms of local market conditions,

Taranaki Branch is in a healthy financial position, with three
new contractor members in the last year.

members have had a busy early summer

The majority of our branch members have a positive
outlook for the future, despite some concerns regarding

season due to the good weather

Covid-19 related cash flow issues.

and a buoyant local economy. Various

In terms of local market conditions, members have had a
busy early summer season due to the good weather and a

members report Covid-19 has not in any

buoyant local economy. Various members report Covid-19
has not in any way affected their workload. They have

way affected their workload.”

forward work and are very optimistic for the future.
A major achievement for the branch was the Regional
Excavator Operator Competition, which was held on 17
November 2019. This was a resounding success and is the

Excavator Operator Competition committee members for

second competition after an eleven-year regional break.

the hard work to make this such a successful day. Our
appreciation goes to CablePrice NZ and Humes NZ for their

John Northcott of Graham Harris won the regional title,

valued sponsorship.

and proceeds raised went to the Child Cancer Foundation.

Sadly, Graham Burroughs, a long-time member, passed

The branch gives special thanks to Ross McEwan

away in April 2020. He will be missed.

(Whitaker Civil Engineering ) and all the Taranaki Regional

Downer's Road Science
research team trialling a new
asphalt mix on a section of
road near Pukekura Park in
New Plymouth.
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Wanganui
CHAIR: DR WILLY MORELL

Membership in the small Wanganui Branch remains stable

“While the long-term outlook is

and the branch is on firm financial footings.

anyone’s guess our members remain

Prior to lockdown, our region was enjoying
uncharacteristically buoyant times, even throughout

relatively positive and most have enough

our smaller towns. Both the commercial and residential
property markets had been driving the building sector and a

work on their books for the short-term

number of subdivisions.

and perhaps a bit beyond.

Private sector growth along with a spattering of
district council contracts (including the new cycle bridge

However, some larger contractors may

and track) had been keeping things busy, although profit
margins have remained tight. Accordingly, not too many of

be forced to push staff further afield for

us were caught out holidaying in the South of France prior
to lockdown!

work as opportunities arise.”

In this context, Covid-19 was a bitter (but necessary)
pill to swallow given the relatively good times we were
experiencing. That said, most contracting firms have
managed to ramp up quickly under Alert Levels 3 and 2 and

ready’ projects and industry training plans, there is some

are busy trying to make the most of the Indian Summer. Like

scepticism around how quickly these initiatives will roll out

elsewhere, the Government’s wage subsidy and 0% interest

in practice. Some members were also a little underwhelmed

business loans have been welcome lifelines to our members.

with the degree of consultation from Councils as these

While the long-term outlook is anyone’s guess our

wishlists were drawn up. Most agree that stimulus

members remain relatively positive and most have enough

packages need to be accompanied by streamlined planning

work on their books for the short-term and perhaps a bit

and RMA practices.

beyond. However, some larger contractors may be forced to

As always, we would like to acknowledge the support

push staff further afield for work as opportunities arise.

of James Bowen and Alison McLean from Markhams for

Several big projects including the windfarms in nearby

their ongoing support. Finally, the Branch would like to

Waverley and Palmerston North, and the $148M upgrade

acknowledge the recent retirement of Allan and Ian Loader.

of Ohakea Airforce base are likely to help buoy the demand

These brothers have been highly respected stalwarts of

for aggregates and civil construction staff in Wanganui and

the Wanganui contracting scene for almost half a century

surrounds.

and the Branch wishes them a well-deserved, long and

While members welcome the Government’s ‘shovel
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Manawatu
CHAIR: GREG LUMSDEN

“The new Manawatu gorge bypass

The branch membership has remained static in the last
twelve months. The branch financial health is sound with a

has been announced with a 7-8-year

good surplus on the balance sheet.
The last 12 months has been a very different year for

completion date. Transmission Gully will

the branch due to our NEOC flagship event being cancelled

also require our region’s resources.

at the last minute due to Covid-19. This was disappointing
for all involved and the task of packing it all up again was

In the next few years Manawatu

tiresome. We hope to be back up and running next year.
The REOC was a great event with almost twenty

will continue to see a lift in industry

competitors and four teams (Blackley Construction, Clarke
Underground, Central Demolition and Downers Tararua

activity from the impact of road

Alliance with the winner being Neil Tau from Downer

investments that will link the region with

Tararua Alliance, runner up Jimmy Beamsley from Central
Demolition and third was Rhys Stratford from Clarke

Wellington and Hawke’s Bay.”

Underground.
We held an open branch meeting at the Smallbore Rifle
Club in Palmerston North. Following on from that, Gary
Clarke from Clarke Underground is sponsoring two shooting
events per year with a winners’ shield up for grabs. The 2019

with a 7-8-year completion date. Transmission Gully will

Christmas Function was held at Orlando Country Club in

also require our region’s resources. In the next few years

Palmerston North with an attendance of 80 people and was

Manawatu will continue to see a lift in industry activity

enjoyed by all.

from the impact of road investments that will link the region
with Wellington and Hawke’s Bay.

The local market has continued to grow with regards

A major challenge for members is attracting and retaining

to subdivision work and local authority expenditure has
increased. There are quite a few shovel ready projects

skilled staff to resource the work coming through. Another

awaiting funding in the Manawatu area. And there are still

challenge is to find ways to get branch involvement from

the large projects south of Manawatu that are ongoing and

the larger companies in the region.
Sadly, our Treasurer Sharon Cage has resigned, and we

will require our regions resources and manpower.

are now on the hunt for her replacement.

The new Manawatu gorge bypass has been announced
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Wellington Wairarapa
CHAIR: NOEL SULZBERGER

“The return to work under Level 3 was

Wellington Wairarapa Branch continues to maintain
membership, with meetings well attended. As of late, we have

welcome news, albeit daunting,

seen a significant increase in contractor members.

with new health and safety protocols

During 2019, Eddie Carson stepped down as Chairman. The
branch thanks Eddie for his dedication and commitment. The

and standards to protect our people, their

Executive Committee continues to look for ways to provide

families and whanau whilst getting the

value within the branch with yearly events and regular
meetings. Branch meetings provide great benefit and valuable

economy back up and running.”

time to network, share ideas and experiences and raise issues
or concerns within the industry. The branch is well supported
by National Office, with Chief Executive Peter Silcock regularly

challenge of a five-week long lockdown period. The impact

attending meetings along with Eve Cooper, Fraser May and our

on members of this was diverse. A complete stop for some,

Central Regional Manager, Ross Leslie.

and little if any reduction in work for others working on

Financially the branch maintains a balance between having

essential projects.

the funds to provide value to members, and sustainability and

National Office worked with a wide range of construction

security. The branch fundraises or donates each year to at

industry associations and members of all sizes to provide

least one charity, with this year’s recipients being the Child

detailed input into new protocols for construction sites

Cancer Foundation with the monies raised from the Regional

for the return to work. The return to work under Level 3

Excavator Operator Competition.

was welcome news, albeit daunting, with new health and

In 2020, we welcomed the coalition government

safety protocols and standards to protect our people, their

announcement of a range of infrastructure projects funded

families and whanau whilst getting the economy back up

under the New Zealand Upgrade Programme. The $1.35 billion

and running. On behalf of Wellington/Wairarapa branch I

being invested in Wellington during the next decade as part

extend thanks to National Office for the support provided.

of the NZ Upgrade Programme will support growth under the

These disruptions meant the branch cancelled some

Wellington Regional Growth Framework.

events, including the Awards Evening and Golf Day. Prior to

With a focus on improving safety, resilience, public

Covid-19 Wellington/Wairarapa Branch had some fantastic

transport and travel choice options, the four projects in

events, such as our Quiz Evening, Regional Excavator

this package are spread across the region, from the Kāpiti

Operator Competition and Tudor Distributors Barrel Filling

Coast (Ōtaki to north of Levin) and the Hutt Valley State

Competition. Congratulations to our Excavator Operator

(Highway 58 (SH58) and Melling interchange), and a range of

Competition winner – Ben Jones of Action Civil. Thank you

rail network capacity improvements across the region. The

to the organisers, sponsors and supporters.

above projects in addition to the continuing work on existing

On a personal note, I extend my thanks to the Wellington/

and planned regional infrastructure projects will see branch

Wairarapa branch executive committee and members for

members with an ongoing supply of work.

accepting me, an associate member, as Chairman. The

This annual report is ostensibly in respect of the year to

collegiality and support amongst the membership makes my

31 March 2020. But it is impossible to ignore the disruption

role all the more rewarding. A special thanks also to Laura

caused by Covid-19. The end of the financial year brought

Hae Hae, Wellington/Wairarapa Branch Secretary for her

challenging and uncertain times for the industry and

continued dedication and support to the branch.

New Zealand as a nation, as we were faced with a global

I look forward to the rest of the current year, challenges

pandemic. With restrictions enforced by the Government,

notwithstanding, and to working with members to regain pre-

the country and industry were faced with the unprecedented

Covid-19 momentum in the branch and the economy in general.
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Nelson Marlborough
CHAIR: MALCOLM EDRIDGE

“Looking forward, post-lockdown is the

Member numbers for Nelson Marlborough Branch have
remained steady. We have gained two new contracting

area of unknown. We have had extensive

members in past year – Egypt and Elite Excavations
Marlborough.

meetings with our three local Councils

The Marlborough region has had a patchy year with
workload for various reasons. Anticipated viticulture

(MDC, NCC & TDC), all of which

reservoir construction after a dry 18/19 season had not

understand the importance of ensuring

come to the expected level.
Local government spend was down on budgeted levels

work gets out to market early.”

due to design and procurement delays. NZTA and local roads
works were down, maybe due to the end of the current NOC
contract. Forestry hit its first speed bump in over five years
with export market rates plummeting in the last quarter of

are positive signs for the industry in this market. They have

2019. Just as some recovery was in sight, Covid-19 hit China,

also committed to using local contractors to try to keep the

stopping exports in the first quarter of 2020.

money in their region.

Nelson region was very steady throughout the year.

The branch has been active in reaching out to schools

The private civil market has been very strong with a

through careers expos in Motueka and Nelson, as well as

lot of subdivision, retirement villages and commercial

regular council meetings and social get togethers. Our

development underway, but did have signs of it slowing

Regional Awards were held on 26 July 2019 at the Rutherford

prior to Covid-19. Horticulture has also been strong in the

Hotel Nelson, with 214 guests in attendance. These awards

region with hops and apples having a strong season of

are now held every two years, with the next function due

development. Forestry had the same issues as Marlborough.

to be held in 2021. Thanks to our sponsors and those who

Local Government work has been moving along at a usual

entered, and congratulations to the award winners.

but unpredictable rate. Work commenced on the Waimea

Thanks also to our local Executive Committee Members

Dam at the beginning of the construction season, and that

for their time and support of the Branch. Thanks to Brendan

has been a welcome large project for the region.

Dodd for stepping into the vacated Nelson Vice Chairman’s

Looking forward, post-lockdown is the area of unknown.

role, and to Mike Winkler from Crafar Crouch for stepping

We have had extensive meetings with our three local

into the role of Marlborough Region Vice Chairman.

Councils (MDC, NCC & TDC), all of which understand the

On a final note, we would like to acknowledge the passing

importance of ensuring work gets out to market early. There

of our Nelson Marlborough Branch Life Member John Philp

is a solid work programme in front of each Council, so there

earlier this year, aged 82 years.
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Canterbury Westland
CHAIR: JEREMY DIXON

Canterbury Westland Branch had a productive year, with the

one of our associates, Road Metals at its open day. While the

last few months seeing the committee work hard to provide

weather was poor, a great day was had by all, which went long

support, guidance and advocacy for members through the

into the afternoon and evening at “Stan’s Bar” on the Road

rapidly changing pandemic. Something none of us expected,

Metals premises. We had a good number of entrants with

but something we have dealt with relatively well, given the

the winner being Sam Gilchrist from Dormer Construction.

unprecedented and unforeseeable impacts.

Thanks again to Road Metals and the committee members who

It’s amazing to see how adaptable and flexible our industry

organised and ran this.

has been. Prior to Covid-19, our branch was focused on value

Our annual Contractor of the Year awards evening was a

for members across a range of areas. We stepped up advocacy

great success. The overall winner for Contractor of the Year

to the local markets around the need for a transparent and

was Fulton Hogan. We had a record number of awards entries

consistent workflow, working with NZTA, local councils and

received. Congratulations must go to all the deserving winners,

other clients.

and special thanks to major sponsors Gough CAT (now Terra

There will be opportunity from post-Covid-19 investments,

Cat) and Humes.

however this will be in duration. At this point in time, long-term

The branch has continued to invest in developing the

visibility is just not there. This is a significant concern. Ensuring

industry’s reputation with school leavers so we can gain some

our industry is heard when annual and long-term plans are

of the best talent for the future and be a highly regarded

developed is key to providing more confidence and better

career option within schools, something we have struggled

visibility around a consistent pipeline of work – something we

with in the past. Combining our work at Shirley Boys High

have struggled with in Canterbury for many years. We need to

School (where we deliver a work-ready programme), working

speak up.

with and investing in Inzone careers kiosks placed in schools

The local market has been as volatile as ever. The start of

to showcase our industry, and continuing to utilise EPIC

2019/2020 saw most contractors start with a strong workload.

resources to lift the visibility and reputation of our industry

As forecast, we could see the cliff looming over the horizon.

have helped build a platform for years to come. We are starting

Investment across large sections of our market was just not

to see some of these students come into our industry and they

there. This led to workflow, stretching into the first half of

are doing well.

summer with our busy months significantly down. Belated

The branch has a strong membership base. Finances remain

investment from councils saw a boost in late summer. We

stable, which enables the Branch to invest back into members.

were getting into this work and making the most of it when the

The outlook for 2020/2021 is obviously a fair bit different and

pandemic hit.

the committee is working on what we do to get best bang for

We have been working with councils on the standardisation

buck. The committee has worked hard this year to provide

of specifications, encouraging better use of special conditions

value, I would like to recognise this and thank them for their

within contracts, giving feedback on procurement policies, and

efforts. Many go over and above expectations and commit

working with councils to develop their early thinking around

significant time to the cause. We meet each month to help

“sustainability” expectations, trying to ensure there is some

where we can, raise issues where needed as advocates for

level of consistency in how this is viewed and applied.

members, and provide events to upskill and inform our industry.

We have always been known in the Canterbury Westland

A special thank you to our associates and sponsors for their

Branch for holding great social and educational events for our

support, and our members for their engagement. I would also

members. This year has been no different. The committees

like to recognise the great work done at a National CCNZ level

involved in organising these always do a great job.

during the pandemic. The advocacy, guidance and support

The excavator operator competition was again hosted by
Annual Report 2019 - 2020
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Otago
CHAIR: SHANE BINGHAM

I would like to thank our executive committee teams, who

“Since our lockdown, the branch

have done an outstanding job this year with subcommittee

and its members have been working

tasks, especially the schools committee (a new
subcommittee) who have had a great year promoting our

hard with local councils regarding

industry to schools in our region through EPIC with very
promising results.

upcoming projects and central

We had been struggling somewhat with contractor

government ‘shovel-ready’ projects.”

attendance at our general meetings and have been busy
working on ways to gain better patronage. Due to the
capture area the Otago Branch has, we opted for running

hold this event is very much appreciated.

two general meetings of the same content at different

Financially, the branch continues to stay strong mainly

locations which improved numbers. Asking contractors
what they wanted helped. Branch membership has remained

due to our Hynds Construction Awards night. We had an

steady throughout the year, and Otago members have been

awesome turnout for 2020, with more than 320 people

driving hard to gain new memberships.

packing out Warbirds in Wanaka. Celebrating success with

The market in our region has remained steady for the

our members is a great way so showcase the projects

most part, especially in the Central Otago Queenstown

within our region and brings our contractors together.

Lakes area. There have been signs of slowing with the

This event certainly wouldn’t be achievable without the

Queenstown Lakes District Council three waters programme

continued support of all our sponsors, the hard work of our

slow to get underway, but we are expecting a move in the

secretary, the awards committee team and Hirepool for

next 12 months. Dunedin City Council has also been a little

sponsoring the Young Contractor of the Year award.
I would especially like to thank Raewyn Murray our

slow with large three waters tenders but keeping busy with
repairs and maintenance. The civil market has been strong

branch secretary who has made a refreshing change to how

over the past 12 months with subdivisions. House prices

the branch operates. Also our committee members who

have been increasing and demand for new family homes is

made a considerable difference and strong gains for our

helping push this along.

branch this year. And our sponsors. Without their support
we would struggle to run the branch effectively.

Staffing has been challenging this year with some out of

Although the current climate with Covid-19 has not

region non-member contractors arriving to work in the area,
and some poaching happening. This is a difficult situation

affected us over the past 11 or so months, we have some

for us, and a little reminder to all our members of our Code

challenging times over the next 12 months. Since our

of Ethics. I appreciate that our members who are working in

lockdown, the branch and its members have been working

the region are supporting our local teams where they can.

hard with local councils regarding upcoming projects
and central government ‘shovel-ready’ projects. I would

The Otago Regional Excavator Operator Competition had
another fantastic turnout this year with 21 contestants

especially like to thank Paul Horrell, Glen Campbell, Paul

competing. The competition was won by Troy Calteaux

Bisset, Colin Calteaux, Scott Sutherland and Ollie Turner who

from Andrew Haulage – the fifth time Troy has won this

have been leading the charge and working tirelessly in the

competition. He was up against some very stiff competition.

background with the councils over the lockdown period. We

The help offered by our members and sponsors to be able to

need to come together as an industry and work together.
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Southland
CHAIR: REGAN McRANDLE

involvement with CCNZ at both local and national levels.

Pre-pandemic, there was quiet optimism for the region, even

Southland Branch had a slight rise in membership, losing

with Government bypassing us with the $12b NZ Upgrade
Programme. We are holding that optimism, but it is defiantly

one and gaining two new members. We also lost a branch

siting on the fence. Our largest NZTA project in the last 25

associate member. The branch is a little light in the wallet,

years (only $13m) came to an end earlier this year with the

but still has reserves. We were previously in a very healthy

completion of the Edendale Bypass. Current funding criteria

position, but subsidised events over the previous year to

we see us waiting more than a quarter of a century for a

return some of our money to members. The cancellation of

project of any significance.

the 2021 awards has weakened our position.

Southland District Council has started to roll out its

The Regional Excavator Operation Competition was

bridge replacement programme with 170 bridges needing

held at Southern Field Days over three days. Participant

replacement and half a dozen roads closed due to unsafe

numbers were on par with previous events. Defending

bridges.

champion Brendan Ferguson from Fulton Hogan pipped for
top honours by TJ Symons from The Roading Company.

This is what sweating an asset results in. Reduced
funding means key infrastructure is suffering to cover the

This year we combined the two-day REOC with an EPIC

catchup on the bridges. We had a significant weather event

Careers in Infrastructure campaign, using the third day to

earlier this year with flooding of the Matuara River (100-

have a ‘give it a go’ and promote the industry. It was a busy

year event). Thankfully, investment in flood protection 30

three days, but we will continue this format. It was a great

years ago helped minimise the major damage and cost to the

opportunity to push our industry and a career in civil trades

region.

with the help of the excavators on-site from CablePrice.
We have had a busy year pushing Civil Trades and the

Opportunities in Central Otago have been good, but may
be reduced due to the tourism downturn. On a positive side,

EPIC campaign, and have been fortunate to partner up

large developments and an underground services upgrade

with Venture Southland (Economic Development Agency),

in the Invercargill CBD have started, along with rural

visiting schools in the region and careers events to give

infrastructure upgrades and the Te Anau Basin wastewater

presentations about careers in civil construction (EPIC has

upgrade. The rural sector continues to supply work.

been a fantastic resource). We also have representation on
the ‘Southland Youth Future Working Group’.

The branch relationship with local government is good.

Workforce sustainability is a major challenge. As a result

We have been given more forward planning information
recently, and engagement has helped highlight the

of low regional investment, there is a shortfall in trained

struggle councils have trying to fund infrastructure works.

and competent operators. EPIC is helping us get a start but

Confidence from central and local government is needed to

will take time. Due to the low population of our region, it is

ensure a steady amount of work going forward.

difficult to recruit the right people.
Will Southland be included in the Government Covid-19

We had our most successful Construction Awards last
year. In four years, it has tripled in size (6 to 24 entries, 80

recovery strategy? Our councils have been doing their

to 250 attendants) and is bedded in as our industry highlight

bit compiling projects, but “Shovel-ready” in the south

of the year. Mental Health has been pinned as a concern

generally means another project for major centres already

for our industry. We arranged a free afternoon with Mike

flush with $12b!
We would like to think ‘shovel ready’ is more achievable

King, which was hugely successful with close to 500 in

down south with less hoops to jump through and the ability

attendance.

to keep it simple allowing us to get out there and deliver

Former owner of The Roading Company Dave Wilson was
made a Life Member of the Southland Branch in recognition

projects in the coming months and achieve the stimulation

of more than 40 years in the industry and 25 years

this money is intended for.
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Key People
C I V I L CO N T R AC TO R S N Z P O S I T I O N S H E L D I N 2 0 1 9 - 2 0 2 0

Executive Council

National Office

PRESIDENT Tim Ford

CHIEF EXECUTIVE Peter Silcock

VICE PRESIDENT Tony Pike

TECHNICAL MANAGER Stacy Goldsworthy

PAST PRESIDENT Brian Warren
EXECUTIVE COUNCILLORS

MEMBERSHIP &
EVENTS MANAGER Eve Cooper

Bailey Gair			

OFFICE MANAGER Lyn Kuchenbecker

Colin Calteaux

COMMUNICATIONS ADVISOR Fraser May

Gary Richardson (Major Associate)

REGIONAL MANAGERS: 

James Craw

NORTHERN James Corlett

David Howard			

CENTRAL Ross Leslie

Stephen Delaney

SOUTHERN Ollie Turner

Mark Evans
Paul Buetow (Legal Advisor)

Northland

Manawatu

SECRETARY Tracey McKenzie / Lesley McCardle
CHAIR Keith Cocking

SECRETARY Ashleigh Smith
CHAIR Greg Lumsden

Auckland 		

Wellington Wairarapa

SECRETARY Joyce Tilbrook
CHAIR Peter Millar

SECRETARY Laura Hae Hae
CHAIR Eddie Carson / Noel Sulzberger

Bay Of Plenty

Nelson Marlborough

SECRETARY Mike Lenihan
CHAIR David Burns

SECRETARY Megan Gibbins
CHAIR Malcolm Edridge

Waikato

Canterbury

SECRETARY Nicki Carson
CHAIR Adam Plimmer

SECRETARY Karlyn Webley / Dana Enache
CHAIR Jeremy Dixon

Hawke's Bay East Coast

Otago

SECRETARY Sue Selwyn
CHAIR Bart Mulder

SECRETARY Raewyn Murray
CHAIR Shane Bingham

Taranaki

Southland

SECRETARY Jeanette Greenway
CHAIR Al Greenway

SECRETARY Lauren McKinnel
CHAIR Regan McRandle

Wanganui
SECRETARY James Bowen
CHAIR Dr Willy Morell
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Northern Interceptor night
shift crew putting a pipe in
its place.

C I V I L CO N T R AC TO R S N Z / H I R E P O O L

Construction Excellence Awards

2019

We would like to acknowledge the following winners of
T H E H I R E P O O L CO N ST R U C T I O N E XC E L L E N C E AWA R D S

Category 1A: Projects valued up to $5m
– smaller companies
WINNER: Concrete Treatments NZ – South Karori Road
Stormwater Renewal
The remediation of a 50 year old severely eroded and corroded
corrugated 1350 culvert 220 meters long with substantial fill and
private properties above was extremely
challenging.
Prior the final works preparation was required to remove protruding
connections, manage ground water inflows, prepare the corroded
base and provide a weir and pump stormwater from upstream of
the job. At commencement the specific alignment of the pipe was
unknown. Access was difficult through a section of native forest that
mechanical equipment and storage on site.
The successful methodology (which was required to be trenchless)
included the use of a fully structural mortar Geo Spray, a product
sourced from overseas and used for the first time here.
The client, consultant and Concrete Treatments worked closely
together to approve the product and to ensure the solution achieved
the desired outcomes. High standards of health, safety and quality
were adopted to complete successfully this difficult and challenging
project.

HIGHLY COMMENDED: Rock Control – Site TECCO System Installation

Category 1B: Projects valued up to $5m
– larger companies
WINNER: Fulton Hogan – Wynyard Quarter Pump Station
This was a very challenging project within a very small site and in an
area with substantial recent development and further high rise
development and infrastructure improvements occurring.
The works are on reclaimed land with the pump station wet well
affected by high ground water levels. Cement stabilisation of the
existing ground occurred which minimised ground water, strengthened
the reclaimed land, the extent of the works and provided initial
treatment to the contaminated reclamation that was removed.
The site challenges were successfully overcome through the smart
methodology developed by FH and a close working relationship with
the designer and client. Health, safety, environmental and quality
requirements were all exceeded. The project was completed to the
agreed programme and Watercare is very happy with the facility
provided.
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Category 2: Projects valued between $5m and $20m
WINNER: Higgins Contractors – NZTA Watchman Road Roundabout &
Airport Intersection Project
Although it was understood in the initial planning stages that this work was
complex with many unknowns, it was offered as a ‘Lump Sum’ contract.
This created difficulties from the outset, but Higgins with the assistance
of the other involved parties was able to successfully complete the
demanding project.
The Watchman Rd roundabout was completed under difficult traffic
conditions with particularly demanding environmental works and aesthetic
considerations.
The finished job is a credit to all involved in its final completion and
provides an attractive entry point to Napier City.

HIGHLY COMMENDED: HEB Construction – Port Otago Multipurpose
Wharf Extension

Category 3: Projects valued between $20m and $100m
WINNER: McConnell Dowell Constructors – Army Bay Ocean Outfall
Watercare’s Army Bay Wastewater Treatment Plant Outfall
Replacement at Shakespear Regional Park provides a very significant
improvement in the capacity and treatment of effluent from this
facility.
This project to increase outfall capacity was bid as a Design Build
contract by Watercare, with an upgrade to the existing UV plant,
an outfall with a two kilometre orizontal Direct Drilled land section
connecting to a 950m marine section providing disposal in the
Tiritiri Matangi channel. McConnell Dowell offered an alternative
to this, with a new UV plant and a tunnelled land section, using a
Herrenknecht Direct Pipe TBM, with a 1200 ID steel carrier pipe and an
1100 ID HDPE liner to meet Watercare durability concerns.
The judges were very impressed by the innovation McConnell
Dowell used to win this project and the associated risks they carried
in their lump sum tender. The project required the extension of the
Direct Pipe tunnelling technology, far beyond anything previously
achieved, ultimately making a world record 1929m.
This project has achieved much in furthering the frontiers of TBM
utilisation and acceptance in New Zealand and is a tribute to the
benefits to be achieved by cooperation between client and contractor.

Maintenance and management of assets
WINNER: HEB Construction – Selwyn Roading Maintenance Contract
Although there was only one entrant in this category the judges were
impressed with the innovations achieved on this contract.
Selwyn District has a large roading network comprising both sealed
and unsealed roads and the Council has been extremely satisfied with
HEB’s performance and collaborative working style.
Defects in the roading network are reported and recorded by way
of an app ‘Snap-Send -Solve’ that allows for easy identification and
location of issues by either staff or the public.
Development of this reporting system and other smaller innovations
has lead to highly successful outcome for the Selwyn District which,
in conjunction with HEB, is looking at additional technical measures to
boost efficiency.
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CCNZ Major Associate Award
The first CCNZ Major Associate Award was
presented to Hirepool at the 2019 CCNZ National
Conference for work supporting contractors and
their communities across New Zealand.

Z People Awards 2019
EMERGING LEADER CATEGORY
WINNER: Keith Matheson (SouthRoads)
PERSONAL IMPROVEMENT CATEGORY
WINNER: Dan Elliott (Isacc Construction)

Connexis Company Training & Development Awards 2019
UP TO $10M COMPANY TURNOVER CATEGORY
WINNER: Construction Contracts
$10M TO $100M COMPANY TURNOVER CATEGORY
WINNER: Isaac Construction
100M+ CATEGORY
WINNER: Fulton Hogan Christchurch

CablePrice National Excavator Operator Competition 2019-20
Thank you to the amazing supporters, sponsors and
regional champions from this year’s CCNZ CablePrice
National Excavator Operator Competition.
We were hugely disappointed by the need
to cancel this year’s nationals
due to pandemic lockdown.
2019 REGIONAL CHAMPIONS
CCNZ Manawatu Branch had
Defending Champion
Riki Lum
put in tireless efforts to plan
the competition and get the
Northland
Henry Haukinima
course up and running before
Auckland
Tevita Tautua'a
Covid-19 lockdown struck.
Waikato
Mike Bowe
Our regional champions
Bay of Plenty
Brandon Crowley
displayed incredible skills
Hawkes Bay East Coast
Dan Mepham
throughout our Regional
Excavator Operator
Taranaki
John Northcott
Competitions in the road
Manawatu
Neil Tau
to the national finals, and
Wellington Wairarapa
Ben Jones
deserve recognition for
Canterbury West Coast
Sam Gilchrist
their incredible feats of skill.
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Clements Contractors
Wharehine Construction
Pipeline & Civil
Bowe Brothers Excavating
Crowley Excavators
Gair Contracting
Graham Harris
Downer NZ
Action Civil
Dormer Construction

Otago

Troy Calteaux

Andrew Haulage 2011

Southland

(TJ) Taylor Symons

The Roading Company
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EPIC Photo Competition
CCNZ’s first EPIC Photo
Competition was won by Seb
Jones of Hunter Civil, who
captured an amazing view over
the Remarkables from his hillside
construction site. The runnerup was Kate White of Fulton
Hogan Southland, who sent in
an amazing photo of a roller in
action during a thunderstorm.
The EPIC Photo Competition will
continue to run throughout 202021, and is a partnership between
CCNZ and Contractor magazine.

Principal Business Partner & Core Associate members
CCNZ thanks and appreciates the support of our Principal Business Partner and Core Associate members

Principal Business Partner

Hirepool
www.hirepool.co.nz
Hirepool has been the Principal Business Partner since 2004
n Civil Contractors NZ / Hirepool Construction Excellence Awards
n National Excavator Operator Competition
n Dedicated funds for branch sponsorship

Hirepool has all your hire equipment needs.

CCNZ thanks and appreciates the support
of our Major Associate members

Core Associate members

Z Energy

Principal Business Partner

www.z.co.nz
Z has been a Core Associate for many years
n Discount fuel scheme
n Z People Awards (Emerging Leader / Personal Improvement)
n National Excavator Operator Competition

Core Associates

Dentons Kensington Swan
www.dentons.com
Dentons Kensington Swan is the legal advisor to Civil Contractors NZ
n Fifteen minutes of free legal advice
n Professional speakers at Civil Contractors NZ Roadshows

Major Associates

CablePrice NZ
www.cableprice.co.nz
CablePrice is a major sponsor at national events
n Platinum Sponsor of the CCNZ CablePrice National Excavator Operator Competition
n Sponsor of the contractors’ themed dinner at Conference
CablePrice, like its Civil Contractors NZ membership, is built to last.

EROAD
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Major Associate members
CCNZ thanks and appreciates the support of our Major Associate members

EROAD
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Contractor members 2019-2020
$0 – $1 million
Able Trucking
Acon Industries 2015
Akl Civil Training
Alex Field
Apes Contracting
Artisan Paving NZ
ATD Services
B Pull & Sons
BDX Group
Beeby Contracting
Billington Transport
Blake Civil Construction
Blenkiron Bros
Bowe Brothers Excavating
Brian Hoffmann
Byfords Construction 2014
C W Drilling & Investigation
Cape Mowing
Carran Scott Contracting Co
CCA Earthmoving
Chris Gommans Contracting
Clarke Underground
Cloutman Brothers Mining & Dredging
Complete Site Solutions
Compton Civil
Crooks Contracting
Crowley Excavators
D A McNeil
Decmil Construction NZ
Dempseys Bobcat Services
Denis Wheeler Earthmoving
Dirtworx
DITRAC
Doing Good Infrastructure
Done Rite Contracting
Doug Hood Mining
Doug Symons Contracting
Drum Ex Earthmoving & Cartage
Duane Whiting Contractors
Duncan Earthworks

Enviro Infrastructure
Fergusson Contracting
Fox Earthmovers
Franz Hire & Contracting
Frontline Earthmoving & Drainage
Gallivan Group
Geoff Jukes Contracting
Ghella
Graffiti Doctor NZ
Greenstone Concrete & Asphalt
Greg Inch Earthmoving
Halverson Civil
Hatuma Lime Contracts
Heine's Cartage & Contractors
HGM Construction
Hill Bros
Hollands Excavation
iConstruct
Independent Contractors
Its Earthmoving
Jamieson Earthworks
Jensen Contracting & Drilling
JGR Contracting
John Fletcher Contracting
John Leathwick
John Shepherd Contracting
JPS Earthmoving
Keene Krib 2000
Kerepehi Transport
Kevin G Grant Contracting
KEV's Concrete Cutting
Kreisel Contracting (1988)
Lanco Ex
Luke Glamuzina Contractors
M W Lissette
Mangonui Contracting
McCready Civil
McDonald Contracting & Construction
McEwan Haulage
Moore Construction

Mora Earthmoving
MRT Construction
Mules Construction
Murray Weston
Newman Excavations
Nicholls Earthworks and Drainage
Northland Mobile Crushing
Northland Transport
P & N Siteworks
P R Leslie Contracting
Paul White
Petco Contracts
Pro Arbore
Project One Construction
Rae Asphalts
Ranui Construction
Recr8 Contracting
Renshaw Civil
Robert J Mitchell Contractors
Rocka Excavation
Rossco Bobcats
Roxburgh Excavation
Santo Drainage & Contracting
Scarlett Contracting
Shane Gribbon
Shaw Asphalters
SKF Contracting
Steven Tidswell Contractors
Storm Waters Contracting
Swale Earthmovers
The Digger Collective
TPP Contracting
TRILITY Water (NZ)
Troon Civil
Waitakere Tree Services
Weka Earthmoving
Wilding Wood Management
Wilson & Keen Contracting
Wilson Earthmoving Group

$1 – 2 million
A G Hoffman
Armitage Contracting
Asphalt & Construction
Base Excavations
BCG Civil
BM Contracting
Bridge It NZ
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Cameron Contracting 2002
Canterbury Demolition & Earthmoving
Cargill Contracting
Central Demolition
Central Southland Excavating
Colin Amrein Contracting
Contour Asphalts
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Contrax (Central)
Crom-Dig
Currie Construction
Daniel Renshaw Drainage
Dodge Contracting
Earth Stability
Easyflow Drainage
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Contractor members 2019-2020
$1 – 2 million continued
Egypt
EPL Construction
Fahey Contracting
Forte Civil
Francis Ward
G T Liddell Contracting
Graham Contractors
Greg Donaldson Contracting
H & H Contractors
H Blackbee Contractors
Hoult Contractors
Huband Contractors
J C Contracting NZ
John Roy Contracting

Johnstone Construction
Jones Contracting Queenstown
K & B Reed Contractors
Kernohan Contractors
Landform Civil
Mason Quality Excavation
MecLand Roading
Monk Earthworks
Morris & Bailey
Not Just Concrete (Nelson)
Offshore Plumbing Services
P E L Contracting
Paul Smith Earthmoving and Civil
Peter Turner Contracting

Pipeline & Infrastructure
Red Contracting
Ritchie Civil
Sollys Freight (1978)
South East Earthworks
Supreme Site Works
TCD 2015
Topline Contracting
Total Siteworks
Twoman Structures
WA Boyes Contracting
Wilson Contracting
XTREME Contracting

$2 – $4 million
Action Civil
Advanced Siteworks
Aidan Kelly Contracting
All About Construction
Allens United Drainage & Earthworks
Angus McMillan Concrete
ARC Projects
Atlas Infrastructure & Services
Austin Asphalt
Baldwin Asphalts
Bassett Plumbing & Drainage
Bay Civil
Bryce O'Sullivan Contracting
Burnside Contractors
C & A Cox
Central Machine Hire
Chambers & Jackett
CHB Earthmovers
City Pavements
Civil and Land Construction
Clements Contractors
Concrete Brothers
Concrete Treatments NZ
Darlington Drilling & Piling
Delta Contracting
Donovan Drainage & Earthmoving
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Drapers Earthmoving
E N Ramsbottom
Earthwork Solutions
Earthworx Rural & Civil
Emmetts Civil Construction
Fuel Installations
Geovert
Giles Civil
Gill Construction Co
Goodrick Contracting
Graham Harris
Grant Hood Contracting
Groundfix
Grouting Services NZ
Harliwich Holdings
HBRC – Works Group
Hickey Contractors
Independent Kerb & Concrete (IKC)
Jesmond Construction
Jim Bates Contracting
Johnston Civil
Johnstone & Masters
Juno Civil
K2 Kontracting
Kerry Drainage
King Drilling Company
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Land + Sea Civil
Letton Kerb & Channel
Linton Contracting
Loveridge
Mackenzie Civil
MAXBUILD
McDonough Contracting
MWN Civil
Nelson Civil Construction
North Drill
Opie Contractors 2014
R A Shearing Contractors
RJ Civil Construction
Roading and Building Cartage
Ryan Contractors
SAL Civil Works
Siteworx Northland
Skevingtons
Tasman Civil
TeAnau Earthworks
Thelin Construction
Tracks Concrete (2002)
Underground Brown
Utilities Infrastructure NZ
Warner Construction
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Contractor members 2019-2020
$4 – 6 million
Advanced Excavating
B Bullock (2009)
Base Contracting
BBR Contech
Blackley Construction
C J Industries
CCL Construction Contracting
CDS New Zealand
Construct Civil
Construction Contracts
E Carson & Sons

G P Friel
Gibbons Contractors
HES Earthmoving
HydroVac
J W Neill Contractors
Jolly Earthworks
Legacy Contracting
Maungatua Contracting (Wanaka)
McKenzie Contracting
Morepork Trenching
PCL Contracting

Pidgeon Contracting
Protranz Earthmoving
Rapid Earthworks
Robinson Asphalts 1992
Splice Construction
Storer Contracting
T C Nicholls
Technix Bitumen Technologies
Tirau Earthmovers
Trademark Paving
Troy Wheeler Contracting

Hibiscus Contractors
Hunter Civil
J G Civil
Libbet
MAP Projects
Maugers Contracting
MBD Contracting
McKenzie & Parma
Multi Civil Contractors
Nelmac
Petrotec Services
Rock Control

Rohit's Civil & Infrastructure
Sayer Drainage
Seay Earthmovers
Smythe Contractors
Spiral Drillers Civil
Steve Bowling Contracting
Stuart Tarbotton Contractors
Wellington Pipelines
Wharehine Construction
Wilson Contractors (2003)

J Swap Contractors
JCL Asphalt
JMC
Loaders Wanganui
March Cato
Mike Edridge Contracting
Mills Albert
Pipeline & Civil
Quality Roading Services (Wairoa)
Russell Roads
Seipp Construction

Blakely Construction
Spartan Construction
Taggart Earthmoving
Taylors Contracting Co
TDM Construction
Texco Excavating & Drilling
Total Infrastructure (TIL)
Vuksich & Borich (NZ)
Westroads
Whitestone Contracting

$6 – 10 million
Andrew Haulage 2011
Base Civil
Bryant Earthworks
Ching Contracting
Christchurch Ready Mix Concrete
CLL Service & Solutions
Crafar Crouch Construction
Dormer Construction
Evergreen Landcare
Gair Contracting
Gleeson Civil
Hamilton Asphalts

$10 – 25 million
Ashburton Contracting
B G Contracting
Civil Construction
Connell Contractors
Evolution Traffic Management
Grounds & Services
Hiway Stabilizers NZ
Hopper Construction
ICB Retaining and Construction
Inframax Construction
J & R Contracting

$25 – 50 million

$50 – 100 million

$100 million plus

CB Civil & Drainage
Goodman Contractors
March Construction
Ross Reid Contractors
Schick Civil Construction
SouthRoads
United Civil Construction
Waiotahi Contractors

Isaac Construction

CPB Contractors
Downer NZ
Fletcher Construction Company
Fulton Hogan
HEB Construction
Hick Bros Civil Construction
McConnell Dowell Constructors
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Civil
Civil Contractors
Contractors New
New Zealand
Zealand

Civil Contractors New Zealand

Abseiler controlling rock fall on
Nevis Bluff above SH6.

Goodman Contractors working at Canon Creek.
Goodmans at Cannons Creek.
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